**TPEP INFORMATION AND RESOURCES FOR STAFF**

**Framework and State Criteria information**
- Marzano Framework with WA Rubric
- WA Student Growth Rubrics
- State Criteria with Marzano Elements
- WA State Criteria and iObservation Elements Crosswalk

**Evaluation Cycle**
- Deliberate Practice Plan and Evaluation Timeline

**Self-Assessment** (August-September)
- Completing Self-Assessment Directions

**Goal Setting (Deliberate Practice Plan)** (September-October)
- Submitting Deliberate Practice Plan Goals Directions

**Observations** (September-May)
- Preparing for your Pre and Post Conference

**Evidence Collection** (October-May 1st)
- How to create action step and upload evidence

**Mid-Year Progress Check-in** (January-February)
- Preparing for Your Mid-Year Check-in
- MID-YEAR TRACKING DOCUMENT V.1
- MID-YEAR TRACKING DOCUMENT V.2

**Final Evaluation** (April-June 1st)
Refer to Mid-Conference Meeting Documents V.1 or V.2

**Other Resources:**
- OSPI TPEP Website
- RCW 28A.405.100 Minimum Criteria for Evaluation of Certificated Employees
- iObservation Login
- GLAD – TPEP Crosswalk
- TPEP Growth Goal PowerPoint
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